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**Abstract:** Impact-induced damage mechanisms for GE 2-2-3 Carbon-Carbon have been identified for both axial and transverse fiber bundles, and changes in the nature and severity of damage have been observed as a function of location with respect to the impact crater geometry. Although axial fiber bundles exhibited column buckling failure when immediately beneath an impact crater, they were relatively intact (except for tensile cracks in some individual fibers) at positions alongside or away from the major craters. Transverse fiber...
bundles, however, showed column buckling failure in locations alongside or between craters, while only flexural-type failures were noted in locations directly below a crater.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the response of a material to an erosion environment requires a knowledge of the mechanisms by which the structural integrity is degraded and mass loss takes place. This type of information can best be derived by detailed microstructural examinations of recovered post-test specimens. In order to illustrate the type of insight obtainable and to provide additional background information for evaluation of the current SAMSO baseline material, General Electric 2-2-3 Carbon-Carbon, a limited project was undertaken by The Aerospace Corporation's Materials Sciences Laboratory to carry out a microstructural survey of an impact-damaged test specimen of this material.
II. EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND

The material that was examined, GE 2-2-3 Carbon-Carbon, has an orthogonal 3-dimensional construction of Thornel 50 graphite fibers with a matrix of chemically vapor-deposited pyrolytic graphite and a graphitized pitch. The Thornel 50 yarns are arrayed so that a unit cell of the composite contains 2 yarns each in the X and Y (transverse) directions and 3 yarns in the Z (axial) direction. Spacing between Z yarns is 0.030 in.; spacing between layers of X-Y yarns is 0.033 in.

During the course of a SAMS0 test series at Science Applications, Inc., the specimen of GE 2-2-3 Carbon-Carbon was impacted at 10,000 ips by three sequential waves of multiple 500 μm-diameter glass beads to pre-damage the surface. A sequential series of single 1000 μm-diameter glass beads was then fired at the target at 10,000 fps to assess mass loss enhancement caused by the pre-damage condition. An overview of the specimen in the original, pre-damaged, and final states is shown in Figure 1; a more detailed overview of the two major craters selected for examination is shown in Figure 2.

For our examination of microstructural subsurface damage modes, the specimen was cross-sectioned through the center of two adjacent major impact craters using a diamond-coated wire saw. The cut surface was metallurgically polished and ion etched with xenon. In order to include two impact craters in our cutting plan, the cross-sectioning cut had to be made at a diagonal across the orthogonal fiber array. Consequently, this exposed alternate groups of X-Y and Z fiber bundles so that damage to both types of fibers is visible in a single view of the specimen cross-section.
III. MICROSTRUCTURAL DAMAGE SURVEY

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to examine the details of subsurface damage of the carbon-carbon specimen. A view of the entire damage-affected area beneath the major craters is shown in the SEM composite photomicrograph of Figure 3. Aside from the massive fractures evident in the residual fiber bundles within the craters, there is a significant amount of subsurface damage. Scanning Figure 3 from left to right following the crater boundaries, examples of column buckling of transverse fiber bundles can be seen adjacent to and also some distance away from the side of a major crater. Axial fiber bundles intersecting the side of the crater appear relatively intact below the surface, but those Z bundles that are below the crater show a column buckling effect. The transverse fiber bundle immediately below the crater, however, shows a flexural failure of the fibers. This pattern is essentially repeated as we scan around the right-hand crater.

A closer look at the impact-induced damage may offer guidance for materials improvements and also provide some insight into the stress field distributions that influence materials response to erosion. If we first consider the impact effects on the Z fiber bundles, it can be seen from Figure 3 (Grids B-Q/4-5) that there is no subsurface damage to such fiber bundles that do not interact with a major crater. The Z fiber bundles that intersect or are adjacent to the crater side walls, as in Grids F-Q/11-12, F-L/21, and D-L/35-37, also show no significant in-depth damage. In areas immediately below the craters, however, there is very clear evidence of compressive loading which resulted in column buckling failure of Z bundle segments. This is illustrated in Figure 4, where localized fracture and displacement of the Z fibers (Grid J-L/14) can be seen. This type of failure is evident in that portion of the Z bundle that extends into the bottom of the crater as well as below the surface of the crater. Somewhat farther down in that fiber
bundle (Grid O-14), well below the buckled area, examples of tensile breaks in some fibers were seen and are shown in Figure 5. This type of failure would appear to result from reflected tensile waves in the specimen.

Additional examples of Z fiber fracture and displacement to yield column buckling can be seen in Figure 6. This fiber bundle (Grid J-L/19) is also at the base of the impact crater and has been subjected to high compressive loads. An enlargement of this area, Figure 7 (Grid F-L/19-21), shows that the adjacent Z fiber bundle has no apparent in-depth damage, and where it extends into the crater region, the fibers have been cleanly fractured in a mode other than compression since no fiber displacement is evident. It may be observed, however, that this entire Z fiber bundle has been bent away from the crater centerline. The relative direction of the impact forces during crater formation can thus be deduced. The fiber bundle subject to axial loading responded by a buckling failure while the adjacent fiber bundle, intersecting the crater in a side wall area, has had insufficient axial loading for buckling to occur as well as sufficient side loading to produce bending of the entire bundle.

A further illustration of this phenomenon is given in Figure 8 (Grid G-J/26-28) where, in two adjacent Z fiber bundles, the one closer to the base of the crater shows column buckling failure, while the other is relatively undamaged. The latter bundle, however, upon closer examination, does show tensile cracking in some fibers. Where buckling failure has occurred, the damage can be propagated quite a distance into the interior of the specimen. The two adjacent Z fiber bundles at the base of the crater (Grid H-O/27-29) show buckling displacement patterns extending to a distance equal to approximately one crater radius below the crater base.

The subsurface damage pattern that is evident for the transverse (X-Y) fiber bundles shows a complementary response to that observed for the axial fiber bundles. Thus, more extensive damage is seen in those areas alongside the major craters, with minimal damage shown at the base of the craters.
Figure 9 illustrates cracking and displacement of transverse fibers (Grid H/9) to provide an example of lateral column buckling. This implies a strong lateral stress path which effectively applied compressive loading to the transverse fiber bundle.

In an area at the base of a crater (Grid J-18) there is flexural failure of transverse fibers, as shown in Figure 10, but no lateral column buckling. As we reach an area between the two major craters (Grid H/24-25), buckling failure is very evident, as illustrated by the severely cracked and displaced fiber bundle segments shown in Figure 11. This failure mechanism again implies a strong transverse compressive load.
IV. SUMMARY

Impact-induced damage mechanisms for GE 2-2-3 Carbon-Carbon have been identified for both axial and transverse fiber bundles and changes in the nature and severity of damage have been observed as a function of location with respect to the impact crater geometry. Axial fiber bundles exhibited column buckling failure when immediately beneath an impact crater, but aside from some tensile cracks in individual fibers, they were relatively intact at positions alongside or away from the major craters. Transverse fiber bundles, however, showed column buckling failure in locations alongside or between craters, while only flexural-type failures were noted in locations directly below a crater.

The microstructural damage that was seen in cross-section beneath the surface of the crater sites can reasonably be assumed to represent a less severe extension of similar failure modes which, under higher stresses, resulted in catastrophic material failure and removal to form the craters. An awareness of the way in which particle impact causes a particular material to fail should prove valuable to the materials designer for the development of erosion-resistant materials. This information also serves as a tool for analytical modeling of impact response in that inputs to codes that predict failure modes at given stress levels will be based on experimental identification of actual damage mechanisms.

This limited effort was designed to show the type of information that can be derived from a microstructural examination of erosion ground or flight test materials. Such studies can range from general microstructural damage surveys to very extensive and detailed examinations, but at any level, this type of information can be of great value in understanding the erosion response of materials and offering guidelines toward the development of erosion-resistant materials.
Figure 1. Multiple Impact Sequences for GE 2-2-3 Carbon-Carbon Material
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